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The warm and happy season of the Dutch architecture seems not to know 
autumn. Books as Superdutch or False Flat has contributed in the last years 
to promote the Netherlands as one of the biggest European centers of 
innovation and experimentation in the fields of the architecture and design. 
Merit also comes to personages like Hans Ibelings - founder and director of 
the A10 review, the man who assumed the role of Dutch architecture 
ambassador since ‘90s as curator of exhibitions and publications - and of 
institutes like NAI, the constant motor of the national architectural promotion. 
And finally, merit also of Rotterdam, paradigm of modern city that 
accommodates this year the third Biennale and the great exhibition dedicated 
to Le Corbusier, the largest and most important of the last two decades. 
In this context Wiel Arets is a singular author, not to be included in the 
national design school. "I do not go against current – he says of himself - 
simply I do not follow the current". For 7 years he was dean of the Berlage 
Institute, a post graduate school he put on the international agenda. Together 
with the Arts Academy of Maastricht and Hedge House in Wijlre, the 
University Library of Utrecht (UBU) is probably one of his most meaningful 
works and, without doubt, an example of its line of search. Roemer van Toorn 
compares it to the monolith of 2001 Space Odissey, its creator imagines it 
similar to a black box of a an airplane. But it can also remember the typology 
of web farm, the buildings that contain the Internet servers, the houses of 
electronic machines. Wiel Arets has prevailed in a European competition on 
42 firms. The UBU costed 45 million euro and contains 3,1 million books 
aligned on 76 kilometers of shelves. Contextually to its inauguration, the 
beautiful volume Living Library has been published from Prestel. This is a 
book of great interest that faces the topic of the libraries into a global level, 
framing it in the most general debate on the safeguard of the human 
acquaintance. 
To cross the income of the Library is like entering in a gothic cathedral, not 
only for the space quality, but as well for the silence and the lighting, the true 
protagonists of this building together with routings and facades. The perfect 
lighting system is the fruit of a careful study on the density of the printed glass 
in facade, as well on the typology and the positioning of the lights. The result 
is a constant brightness, in clearly contrast with the extreme luminous 
meteorological variability of the outside, an effect that has cost a year of study 
and experimentation to its author. There is an analogous engagement for the 
routings that Arets uses in order to realize what he defines a "space for the 
unpredictable". Every time that look deviate along the way are opened always 
new and unknown perspectives for the observer. It seems the transposition of 
the ancient photographic technique called time-slice, interpreted in a 
cinematographic version by Wachowsky brothers in the Matrix movie. In order 
to achieve this result, numerous cameras are placed around to the subject, 
releasing in the same moment one photography. Observed in sequence, 
these images seem to reproduce one three-dimensional scene. It is the same 
that happens observing the complex inner space of the Library, described 



from Arets as a "cinematographic experience”. Through the movement of the 
human eye, or the zooming, typical of the machine, the various perceptive 
levels of this skin of the building are discovered. Observing it in fact from an 
adapted distance, it is possible to recognize arboreal shapes, obtained 
working on an image. The focusing, typical of the human eye as well as of the 
machine, selects which element to privilege. The movement of approach 
opens therefore a new layer of perception, where the total figure begins to 
disintegrate itself in the pixels that compose it. The image loses its sign value, 
its reference to a concept (the tree), in order to make itself abstract and 
mysterious. Therefore this peculiar shape of transparency generates a 
continuous exchange between inside and outside. It acts like a membrane, 
varying its visual permeability in function of light variation. It is fascinating the 
fact that many elements of this building are able to offer different images of 
itself according to the position and the distance from the observer. The 
process used for the print on the glasses is called silk screen print. It is an 
ancient technique, entered in the last years in the abacus of the expressive 
possibilities of the architect. Arets has been probably the first one to use it in 
Police Station of Boxtel.  
The Library is conceived as container able to receive to its inside a 
remarkable functional complexity, but at the same time equipped of an 
extreme flexibility of the spaces, to concur in future an eventual program 
change of the building. This factory could be defined sign architecture, 
because to specific treatments a specific function corresponds: the printed 
concrete marks the presence of the books, the red color indicates the spaces 
of relation, the white indicates the routings, etc. To the last level, Arets plays 
on the surprised effect, realizing a garden, exemplary of the nature’s 
conception in his work: artificial, surrealistic, cultural. It is just simple plants in 
vase that generate a total feeling of distance from the architectonic context. 
The impression is to be inside an ancient Mediterranean cloister. To the street 
level the space that separates the volume of the library from the volume of the 
parking receives a patio designed from West8, still in phase of completion, 
called Mulberry Trees growing from Hell. The name is indicative of the 
surrealistic style of this garden, in which red donuts, inspired to the plastic 
shapes and the color of the inner furnishings, are floating. 
On the symbolic level, the Library may be interpreted like place of the 
opposites, of dialectic, of conflicts. Probably because in the convictions of its 
planner, the Politeia from Plato is still today "one of the best books in the 
world". In the building cohabit black and white, red and black, transparency 
and opacity. The concept becomes from dialectic between the archaic sacred 
of the past and technological compactness of the present day. The Library is 
a place "where something private is made collectively", and this intrinsic 
conflict is one of the generating elements of the plan. Like the topic of the 
"silent communication", phrase that indicates one of the points of conflict of 
greater interest in a space: the necessity to communicate with others through 
the look, the expression, the writing, ways of communicating somewhat 
forgotten in the contemporary society. Or like also the topic of the "imperfect 
perfection", or perhaps, still better, of the "perfect imperfection", other words 
beloved to Arets. It could be said that the role of the print on the building skin 



is to make it dirty, to make it imperfect and therefore more interesting. 
Systems as well follow this logic of the contrast: sometimes they are 
camouflaged in discreet way, other times they are exhibited nearly like 
decorative elements. 
Also in already pointed peculiarity of this Dutch architect - which search 
follows a strongly autobiographic way, independent and far from the fashion - 
some references to Neo-Plasticism are noticed in the inner space, where 
primary shapes and colors seems to prevail. With the contrast in facade 
between reflecting elements and opaque elements, the Library moreover 
seems to converse with the close Educatorium of Rem Koolhaas, where the 
slabs of travertino are opposed to the reflecting glasses in a flat forehead.  
But finally it still remains a unicum, not being possible to find other analogous 
style examples in the worldwide panorama. During the design phase Arets 
decided to dedicate much time and studies to this argument it takes care of to 
you, visiting other libraries and interviewing its authors e friends like Jacques 
Herzog, Toyo Ito, Rem Koolhaas, Dominique Perrault. Probably, just in order 
to take of the distances and not to generate in the observer, in some way, 
analogies and references.  
Walking in the spaces of the UBU rather return to the mind the house of the 
angels imagined from Wim Wenders of The sky above Berlin, the library made 
by Hans Scharoun: a place of quiet and meditation, precious for the men in 
order to find themselves, precious for the angels in order to find a shelter from 
the madness of the world. 
         Matteo Belfiore 


